Drawing Realistic Faces Workshop: DVD Series (Today's Artist)
Carrie Stuart Parks shows you how to draw a realistic face step by step, as she guides you through several demonstrations of facial features. After learning how to measure and draw accurate proportions, chapters are broken down into individual features (eyes, nose, mouth, head shapes). You’ll finish up with lessons on how to shade and draw hair. Carrie’s friendly instruction and helpful tips will give you the skills you need to draw your own favorite faces. Includes 32 pages of bonus instruction. 90 minutes of premier art demonstration.

Customer Reviews
The only reason I didn’t give this a five star rating is because the DVD messed up on one area, and it is the second one I purchased. I purchased from another location and one of the entire sections was messed up, and then on this one just a small part. Otherwise, I do love this DVD! I have been learning through book how to draw over the last couple of years, and this DVD assisted my face skills tremendously.

I bought the Drawing Realistic Faces Workshop, because I am more of a visual learner and wanted to watch Carrie Stuart Parks draw. Carrie is a funny teacher, but thorough. I like that she talks about all the tools you need and don’t need. Also the products she loves. She breaks down each element of the face and how to draw it (including shading, highlights, etc.). I’m really happy I bought the DVD. The book it comes with is small and simple, but perfect or someone who is a beginner and just
trying it out. I really like Carrie's book, The Big Book of Realistic Drawing Secrets. I bought that before the DVD and I think both are fantastic resources. I feel like I've learned a lot between the two. Honestly, I'd love to have a whole DVD series that goes through plants, animals, etc. by Carrie.

We learn best when we what we learn is reinforced in more than one way. So READING plus WATCHING plus DOING is the most effective method of learning anything. Thus, in order to learn to draw portraits on your own you need: a good BOOK, a good VIDEO, and PRACTICE.Sadly, the book that comes with this video is lousy, which is weird because Parks' other books are excellent. I've bought lots of drawing books over the years. I've given most away to people I don't like. I kept the books by Carrie Stuart Parks. She is THE best.But the video is AMAZING. Books show OUTCOMES. Videos show the PROCESS, and this gem has a ONE AND A HALF HOUR video by Parks, who is absolutely the best at explaining the drawing process. Seeing exactly how she shades, how she blends, how she uses the erasers to lighten areas -- THAT’S the part I was missing before. So buy this item for the video and also buy Parks’ Secrets to Drawing Realistic Faces.

Before I brought this book I had a lot of trouble with drawing eyes, noses, and hair. As long as you read what is written you can improve after a week.

Great book to get started as others have said and kids find that they do not have to be afraid to try and draw faces now!
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